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COMMENTRY

As we all know that Autoinflammatory syndrome refers to a disorder characterized by recurrent episodes of systemic inflammation in the apparent absence of pathogens, autoantibodies or self-reactive lymphocytes. These disorders are caused by dysfunction of the innate immune system.

In this we have several issues in that the most important topics are

• Lupus
• Rheumatoid arthritis
• UCTD

LUPUS

This means that your immune system attacks healthy cells and tissues by mistake. This can damage many parts of the body, including the joints, skin, kidneys, heart, lungs, blood vessels, and brain. Majorly there are four types of lupus

1. Lupus dermatitis
2. Drug-induced lupus
3. Neonatal lupus
4. Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE)

Cause of lupus

All things considered, lupus results from a mix of your hereditary qualities and your current circumstance. Apparently individuals with an acquired inclination for lupus may build up the sickness when they come into contact with something in the climate that can trigger lupus. The reason for lupus much of the time, be that as it may, is obscure.

Symptoms of lupus

• Pain or swelling in joints.
• Muscle pain.
• Fever with no known cause.
• Red rashes, most often on the face (also called the "butterfly rash")
• Chest pain when taking a deep breath.
• Hair loss.

Cure for lupus

Beginning at now various pros are on making the blend of drugs has starting at now there is no answer for it Treatment incorporates administering central exacerbation with solutions and lifestyle changes. These prescriptions treat disturbance, prevent lupus flares and straightforwardness signs: Nonsteroidal quieting drugs (NSAIDs).

RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS

We call as RA factor it is additionally an immune system infection that can cause joint torment and harm all through your body. The joint harm that RA causes as a rule occurs on the two sides of the body. Along these lines, if a joint is influenced in one of your arms or legs, a similar joint in the other arm or leg will likely be influenced, as well.

There are 4 stages of Rheumatoid arthritis-
Stage1-Early RA
Stage2-Antibodies develop and swelling worsens
Stage3-Symptoms are visible
Stage4-Joints become fused

Organs affected by rheumatoid arthritis

• Eyes
• Mouth
• Lungs
• Heart and Blood Vessels
• Liver
• Kidneys

Cure for RA

Today we are ahead of time world where we can accomplish all the illnesses as of now there is no ideal remedy for this, but biologics makes abatement more attainable than previously.

UNDIFFERENTIATED CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASE (UCDT)

The terms UCTD represents undifferentiated connective tissue illness it is utilized to describe a condition in individuals who have manifestations and lab test results that indicate a systemic...
autoimmune disorder or connective tissue infection, however which don't meet enough such attributes to demonstrate an analysis for an all-around characterized connective.

Symptoms of UCTD

Common symptoms of undifferentiated connective tissue disease include:

- Weight loss
- Fatigue
- Low-grade fevers
- Rash
- Joint pain
- Joint swelling

Collagen is found in the tendons, ligaments, skin, tendon, bone and veins. Elastin is found in the ligaments and skin. Right when these connective tissues become fueled, this can hurt the proteins and incorporating domains of the body. This is known as a connective tissue issue

Cure for UCDT

As it is imperative to that there is no remedy for UCTD. Early acknowledgment and therapy of this infection is fundamental has it is a constant illness, People may require clinical treatment Therapeutic research on auto immune disorders should be explored more as most of the world population is mostly effecting with numerous Auto immune Disorders. The least thing we could do is taking care of ourselves and talking healthy diet habitat.